Lijiang, located in the northwest of Yunnan province, is famous for its dongba script. Dongba script is an important pictograph, which is still in use in border area between Yunnan and Sichuan. This article researches on the pictograph of dongba script, and focuses on the classification of pictograph of dongba script. The study of dongba script helps to study the origin and development of script.
Introduction
Dongba culture is the excellent traditional culture of ethnic of Naxi. Lijiang, located in the northwest of Yunnan province, is the main settlement of Naxi [1] . Lijiang dongba culture is prosperous on the history, and there have been many famous dongba. See Figure 1 . They leave a lot of beautifully decorated, elegant dongba scriptures [2] . The American scholar Joseph Charles Francis Rock has been collecting dongba manuscripts in Sichuan and Yunnan Provinces. See Figure 2 . Most of the dongba manuscripts are collected from Lijiang region and are mainly kept in the Harvard-Yenching Institute [3] .
The dongba manuscripts in Lijiang region center in the Dayan Town, including the surrounding Baisha Town, Tai'an Town, Huangshan Town, Qihe Town and other places [2] . We will study the dongba script in these areas. The materials mainly come from < An Annotated Collection of Naxi Dongba Manuscripts > [4] , which is the biggest collection of dongba manuscripts, covering almost all areas of Lijiang dongba manuscripts. We selected the dongba manuscripts in Dayan Town, Huangshan Town, Qihe Town to study. And the Y. Zhou But < An Annotated Collection of Naxi Dongba Manuscripts > misses famous dongba manuscripts in Baisha area. We are lucky to find them in < Naxi Dongba Manuscripts Collected by Harvard-Yenching Institute > [5] , which is a great collection of dongba manuscripts. These materials come from Harvard-Yenching Institute, and most of them are collected by Joseph Charles Francis Rock. The materials quoted from the < Naxi Dongba manuscripts collected by Harvard-Yenching Institute > will be marked the volume and the page. "H4.471" means the materials come from volume 4, page 471.
The Pictograph Character of Dongba Script
Dongba script is an original but mature ideogram, and the total number of dongba script is about one thousand and four hundred [6] . During its long history of development, it evolves out some other creating methods. According to the creating method of dongba script, we can divide dongba script into four categories: pictograph character, indicative character, associative character, and picto-phonetic character. And the majority of them are pictograph character, so we focus on the pictograph character of dongba script. See Figure 3 . According to our study, the pictograph of dongba script can be divided into dependent pictograph and compound pictograph [6] . Now we separately study the dongba pictograph in Lijiang area on these two aspects.
Dependent Pictograph of Dongba Script in Lijiang
Dependent pictograph means the script cannot be divided, no matter writing out the whole image or the partial image. According to the pattern the object being taken, dependent pictograph of dongba script can be divided into two parts: the overall pictograph and partial pictograph.
Overall Pictograph
Overall pictograph writes out the overall image of object, the meaning expressed by the script equal to the word's meaning. Overall pictograph in Lijiang area involves a wide range on the meaning category, and the number of the dongba form is large. 14 The scripts of the astronomy and geography are created according to the overall shape of the objects. When you see the script, you get the meaning at first glance.
Overall Pictograph on Astronomy and Geography
It should be noted that the font [ȵi³³me³³] is rarely used to express the original meaning of the "sun", but often used together with
[kv³³] to express the meaning of "sunset" [ȵi³³me³³gv²¹] , then borrowed to express the meaning of "west" [ȵi³³me³³gv²¹] . There is the example of just using to express "west".
The meaning of the scripture in Figure 4 is: "Quartet: east, west, north, and south."
Here expresses the meaning of "east", and expresses the meaning of "west". The fonts and just take the whole shape of the object to express the meaning, you can understand them at first glance.
Partial Pictograph
Partial pictograph writes out the partial image of the object, and the information expressed by the script is less than the meaning of the word. The distribution area of partial pictograph script in Lijiang dongba is smaller than the overall pictograph, and it is mainly distributed in plants, birds and animals. However, the diversity of Lijiang's partial pictograph is more plentiful than the overall pictograph. 
Partial Pictograph on Plant

Compound Pictograph of Dongba Script in Lijiang
Compound pictograph of dongba script is composed by several parts, expressing an integral meaning together. Compound pictograph can be divided into the same body compound pictograph and the different body compound pictograph.
The Same Body Compound Pictograph
Star H4.471 -H4.233
The meaning of the scripture in Figure 5 is "The great God heng-yi-ge-kong bestows big power".
[kɯ²¹] "star", here is borrowed to represent the third syllable of "heng-yi-ge-kong".
The meaning of the scripture in Figure 6 is "Ancient times, the sky is covered with stars, and today's stars are lucky stars. Grass covers on the ground and today's grass are the greenest."
is the plurality of the , representing the group of stars.
Sometimes there will be some dots around the script , also representing the meaning of group of stars. For example:
The meaning of the scripture in Figure 7 is "May my children and grandchildren as more as stars, countless." Adding many dots around refers to group of stars.
Grass 23.34 -23.22
The meaning of the scripture in Figure 8 is "Stuck grass puppet into the cattle's mouth, and stuck the wood and stone into cliff hole."
The meaning of the scripture in Figure 9 is "there are 'duo' ghost of white 
The Different Body Compound Pictograph
Hair 23.34
The meaning of the scripture in Figure 10 is "buried the scattered black hair in the black soil, buried golden shoes in the earth and stone, then step on it." [fv 33 ] hair, the script is just the shape of the hair on the head, maybe dongba consider just hair may confused with other things, so he writes out the head, which is attached pictograph.
Actually, there is the scripture, expressing the meaning of hair, just writing the hair, for example:
The meaning of the scripture in Figure 11 is "people cannot talk, and they just say ambiguous words; trees cannot grow, and they just grow on the bending area". You can see in this scripture, the character just writes the shape of the hair. 
The Features of Lijiang
More Partial Pictograph
Relative to the overall pictograph, the number of partial pictograph of Lijiang dongba script, is larger, especially the animal characters.
We do a statistics in the scripture < throw ka-lv Flour doll > , and find 25 kinds of animals. Just three animals use overall pictograph, bat, thirteen times; bird, three times; insect, two times. Twenty-two animals use partial pictographic, monkey, fourteen times; dog, thirteen times; pig, six times; tiger, three times; chicken, three times, and so on.
According to the research, we can find the animal characters in Lijiang dongba use more partial pictographs. Relatively speaking, the overall pictograph uses less. On one hand, writing partial pictographs is more convenient and managing;
on the other hand, some animal characters are mostly used for borrowing the pronunciation. For an animal character that is mostly used for borrowing, there is no need to spend a lot of time and energy on the overall pictograph.
Therefore, on the premise that the same can be expressed accurately, the superiority of the partial pictograph is demonstrated.
Conclusion
Pictograph is the most important feature and the most important script-making method of dongba script. Through the study above, we know more content and features about the pictograph in dongba script. Both of the overall pictograph and the partial pictograph are usual and important types to express the meaning.
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